THE KIPARSKYAN ANALYSIS OF SPRUNG RHYTHM

Notation for syllable weight
-heavy ⏑ light ⏓ ambiguous: heavy or light, as the scansion requires
How syllable weight works in sprung rhythm
• Basically, the normal Latin-like syllable weight criterion, with closed and long-voweled syllables counting as heavy.
• With three added complications:
 You can optionally ignore a single word final consonant (cf. "consonant extrametricality"; Hayes 1982) So havoc [»hae.vək] is /⏑ ⏓/.  You can optionally consider a word-final stressless non-low vowel as short (cf.
Chomsky and Halle 1968) So they [eɪ] is /⏓/, I
[aɪ] is /-/.  You're allowed to collapse stressless vowel + coda sonorant into a single short syllabic sonorant; hence light (dandled /ˈdaendəld/ can be /-⏑/, interpreted as [»daendl d].
Framework
• Kiparsky's work falls in the mainstream research tradition of generative metrics Keyser 1969, 1971; Kiparsky 1975 Kiparsky , 1977 • Meter is a sequence of strong and weak slots; e.g. like W S W S W S W S W.
• There are rules for how you can fill an S or a W slot (cf. Hanson and Kiparsky 1996) .
• Here is a case of such filling: / w () / s To-/ w wery / s city / w and / s bran-/ w chy be-/ s tween / w () / s to-/ w wers; DO 1
• These rules refer to stress, syllable weight, phrasing, and word boundaries.
Meters of sprung rhythm
• Each is an alternating sequence of S (Strong) and W (Weak) positions, beginning and ending with W.
• e.g. W S W S W S W S W, tetrameter • 2 S's = dimeter, 3 S's = trimeter, and so on.
• Possible meters: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, or varying • For examples of all of these rules, see Appendix B below.
OUTRIDES
Outrides
• Extra syllables not affiliated with either W or S position.
• They are Hopkins's extension of "extrametrical syllables," a common phenomenon in ordinary verse (Kiparsky 1977, 230-232) . 
Conditions on outrides
DATA CORPUS
Purpose
• In order to test Kiparsky's analysis (and our revisions) by our method, we must first code the entire sprung rhythm corpus in digital form.
Poems included
• All 25 sprung rhythm poems in which the number of S positions per line is known.
• 583 lines, 6127 syllables
Phonological coding
For every syllable we coded:
• Stress -numbers 1-2-3-4, with 4 the greatest. We follow the phrasal stress rules in the literature (e.g. Chomsky and Halle 1968 , Selkirk 1984 , Hayes 1995 ).
• Weight: light, heavy, or ambiguous • Phonological phrasing: Selkirk's Prosodic Hierarchy (1980 , 1986 , with levels of phrasing (Word, Clitic Group, Phonological Phrase, Intonational Phrase) and rules for formation as in Hayes (1989) . 
Example of a coded line
⏓ ⏓ ⏑ ⏓ ⏓ - ⏓ ⏑ - -⏓ weight MACHINE SCANSION
Chopkins.exe
• This program knows all the options for filling S, W, O.
• It finds all the possible scansions of a line, or where appropriate tells the user that no legal scansions exist.
Procedure: first step
• We inspected the outputs of Chopkins and used them to discover new constraints to add to Kiparsky's system, in order to make the grammar more restrictive.
PROPOSED ADDITIONAL INVIOLABLE CONSTRAINTS
FINAL FALL
Assess a violation when the rightmost S is filled by a syllable that does not have more stress than what fills the following W.
*EMPTY W INSIDE LEVEL I
• Empty W is rare inside a word.
• Moreover, all 5 attested cases put the empty W between a Level II (Kiparsky 1982) affix and the stem, like this:
• So: we impose an inviolable ban on empty W internal to a Level I domain.
Modify the grammar
• We altered Chopkins to respect these two new constraints.
TESTING THE ANALYSIS
The question
• How well does the grammar work?  Might counterexamples have slipped by Kiparsky in his earlier inspection of the data?  Do our new constraints still permit the whole corpus to be scanned?
Results
• A fair amount of discussion and fine tuning of individual examples is needed (see full paper), but the upshot is that there are about 2 unmetrical lines (583 lines total):
Forward-like, but however, and like favourable heaven heard these. BC A heart's-clarion! Away grief's gasping, joyless days, dejection. HF
Query
• How meaningful is it that there are just 2 exceptions?
• One way to check: do a comparison with prose:
 How many "exceptions" would we get if we tried to scan lines of ordinary English as sprung rhythm?  Earlier uses of this method: Tarlinskaja and Teterina (1974) , Tarlinskaja (1976) , Biggs (1996) 27. Sources of prose
• We used Hopkins's own writings:  unpublished "Author's preface"  a few of his letters
Forming the sample
• Separated these texts into "pseudo-lines" -sequences separated by punctuation marks • Selected 155 to match real corpus distribution of line lengths in syllables • For each: randomly assign to a meter (trimeter, tetrameter, etc.), matching the statistics of corpus (e.g., words of n syllables occur in lines with m S positions x% of the time)
Result
• About 10% of the prose lines are unscannable with the meter that was randomly assigned to them. • This proportion is higher-significantly so-then the proportion of unscannable real lines. 
Summing up so far
• Kiparsky's system can be slightly tightened with two inviolable constraints.
• Thus modified, it suffers very few counterexamples and stands up to statistical testing with the prose model method.
• But we think there is still a problem with it: insufficient restrictiveness.
THE PROBLEM OF TOO MANY LEGAL SCANSIONS
Defining the problem
• If a metrical analysis allows a great number of scansions, it is unrestrictive.
• An insufficiently restrictive system would be scientifically uninteresting; it would make scansion "as indeterminate as slicing cucumbers" (Kiparsky 1989, 308) p. 7
How many scansions does the (modified) Kiparskian analysis allow?
Chopkins can tell us.
 Line with a unique scansion: just 47 (out of 583)  More than 10: 211 lines  More than 100: 12 lines  average: 14.8  median: 6
• We think this is probably too many.
Our proposed solution
• We think Kiparsky's work only found a subset of the constraints under which Hopkins wrote-the inviolable ones.
• We can and should add additional violable constraints.
• We can deploy these constraints rigorously by using a framework of stochastic grammar.
• … and we can test our proposal, because Hopkins left testimony about which scansions he felt were best.
USING HOPKINS'S DIACRITICS AS A DIAGNOSTIC FOR HIS PREFERRED SCANSIONS
The diacritics
• Hopkins added them because his friends couldn't scan his poems.
• They mark outrides, empty W, syllables that should be scanned in S or in W.
• We can use these diacritics to single out a "Hopkins preferred" scansion from the many logically possible scansions.
The informative subset of the corpus
• The lines in which only one scansion is compatible with the diacritics.
• This is true for 311/583 lines
Goal
• Construct a stochastic grammar that maximally favors the same scansions that Hopkins preferred, according to his diacritics.
CONSTRUCTING A STOCHASTIC GRAMMAR I: CONSTRAINT SET
Source
• The literature on generative metrics, including Kiparsky (1989) . 
Matching the stress pattern to the S's and W's
• Match SW to a "fall" in stress contour (Magnuson and Ryder 1970; Tarlinskaja 1976) MATCH SW Assess a violation if the (first) syllable occupying W position has more stress than the (first) syllable occupying the preceding S.
• We tried MATCH WS, but it did not improve the model fit and so we omit it.
Flanking empty W positions with stressed syllables *NO-CLASH EMPTY W
Assess a violation for an empty W position if the S positions that flank it are not both filled by a stressed syllable.
Constraints on outrides
a. *OUTRIDE Assess a violation for every outride.
b. *OUTRIDE-WEAK BREAK Assess a violation for every outride that is only at the end of a Clitic Group.
c. *OUTRIDE-SHORT LINE Assess a violation for every outride in a line with 4 or fewer S positions. 
All these constraints are violable
Goal
• A system that calculates output probabilities from constraint violation profiles in a principled way.
• Here, for "principled", we use the maximum likelihood criterion: maximize the predicted probability of Hopkins's own preferred scansions.  This is a pretty standard criterion for fitting models.
• Maxent grammars do this in a fairly simple way, and are backed by solid mathematics. 
Basis of maxent grammars
• They are a subspecies of harmonic grammars (Legendre, Smolensky, and Miyata 1990; Pater 2009, Potts et al., in press) • Each constraint has a weight, a non-negative number, expressing how much it lowers the output probability of candidates that violate it.
Finding the weights
• This is done by fitting them to the data.
• For a presentation of the algorithm involved, see Hayes and Wilson 2008 .
• Software used: the Maxent Grammar Tool (Colin Wilson/Ben George), http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/hayes/MaxentGrammarTool/
Our maxent simulation
• Feed the software:  the 583 sprung rhythm lines of the corpus  every legal candidate scansion of these lines-8633 in total  the violation profiles for all the candidate scansions  for the 311 lines in which an unambiguous Hopkins scansion was determinable, a designation of this scansion as the "winning" one, for purposes of training the weights.
• The algorithm tries to maximize the probability assigned to these winning scansions.
• Program output:
 the best-fit weights  the predicted probability of every scansion 
Guesses needed to find right answer
• Procedure: for each line, sort the candidates by predicted probability assigned by the maxent grammar, in descending order.
• Count ties as the larger value (2 candidates tied for 1st = "2") • How far down the list (many such "guesses") were needed to find the Hopkins-preferred scansion?
Guesses Number Cumulative fraction of total • The average rank of the correct guess is 2.02.
• Without the violable stochastic constraints, guessing candidates with equal Kiparskian probability, the comparable number is 7.5 guesses.
Other models (work in progress)
• We plan to run our data on similar stochastic grammar models: Stochastic OT (Boersma 1997, Boersma and Hayes 2001); Noisy Harmonic Grammar (Pater 2009, Potts et al. in press ).
• Point of interest: we think there may be harmonically bounded winners in the corpus, (Appendix C), which these theories predict to have zero probability.
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DISCUSSION
Hopkins's metrical experiment
• He wasn't deluded about his meter. His system is restrictive, and even more so than Kiparsky claimed.
• With our additions, the system now normally exhibits a strong preference for one single scansion (one dominates the others in its probability), which in a large majority of testable cases coincides with the one Hopkins preferred.
Quasi-prediction in linguistics
• Although all the options that obey the inviolable constraints are in principle legal, the choice among these legal options is far from random and can be "quasi-predicted" by a stochastic grammar.
• Compare Bresnan et al. (2007) , who use a stochastic model to quasi-predict which kind of dative construction (V NP PP or V NP NP) speakers use in dative sentences.
Methodology of metrics
• We think doing metrics with a corpus and machine search puts you on safer ground, helps you discover new constraints, and helps in verifying you're on the right track. 
